CAPE POINT -

SEALS, PENGUINS AND KIRSTENBOSCH BOTANICAL GARDENS

FULL DAY
The Cape Peninsula is wild and unspoilt, with spectacular and unforgettable views
Driving through the wonders of the Peninsula is a magical experience. There are
viewpoints en route which are ideal for picnics and sundowners, but keep an eye out for
cheeky baboons! We then visit the Kirstenbosch National Botanical Garden, which is
acclaimed as one of the great botanic gardens of the world.

HIGHLIGHTS


Seal Island Ferry cruise
Chapman’s Peak Drive
 Cape Point/Cape of Good Hope
 Simonstown - Boulders Beach - Penguins
 Kirstenbosch Botanical Garden


Suggested itinerary
Time

Activity

Duration

07:30:08:00

Pick-up at the doorstep of your hotel

00:30

08:00-08:45

Depart scenic drive to Hout Bay

00:45

09:00-10:00

Ferry trip to Seal Island

01:00

10:15-11:15

Drive to Cape Point via Chapman’s Peak Drive

01:00

11:30-12:30

Funicular ride to Lighthouse and walk around

01:00

12:45-13:15

Drive to Boulders Beach/Simonstown

00:30

13:30-14:30

Lunch at Seaside Restaurant

01:00

14:45-15:30

Visit Penguins at Boulders Beach

00:45

15:45-16:30

Drive to Kirstenbosch Botanical Gardens

00:45

16:45-17:45

Walking tour of Botanical gardens

01:00

18:00-18:30

Depart and return to hotel

00:30

Cape Point
Cape Point, the most south-westerly tip of Africa, is a spectacular, narrow finger of land,
covered in endemic fynbos and home to picturesque bays, beaches, rolling green hills
and valleys.
Apart from the spectacular view, you’ll be able to see the most powerful lighthouse on
the South African coast, which helps guide ships safely through perilous waters that have
seen to the end of many a vessel.
Chapman’s Peak Drive winds its way between Noordhoek and Hout Bay and is touted
as one of the most spectacular marine drives in the world.
These appointed rest areas also offer the opportunity to take photographs of the sheer
cliffs and breathtaking seascapes. During whale season, you might be lucky enough see
southern right whales in the ocean below.
Kirstenbosch National Botanical Gardens
Kirstenbosch National Botanical Garden is acclaimed as one of the great botanic gardens
of the world. Few gardens can match the sheer grandeur of the setting of Kirstenbosch,
against the eastern slopes of Cape Town’s Table Mountain More than just a garden,
Kirstenbosch is part of a nature reserve.
The 36 hectare garden is part of a 528 hectare estate that contains protected
mountainside supporting natural forest and fynbos along with a variety of animals and
birds. The Kirstenbosch Estate borders the Table Mountain National Park.

Includes
 Pickup and return to agreed destination
at your convenience anywhere in Cape
Town
 Entrances to Cape Nature Reserve/ Cape
Point
 Funicular ride to Lighthouse
 Lunch
 Entrance to Boulders Beach/Penguins
 Entrance to Botanical Gardens
 Transport in a luxury/ air-conditioned
vehicle
 Registered Tour Guide
 Water on vehicle at all times
Excludes
 Any entrances not mentioned in itinerary
 Any purchases of a personal nature
 Any meals or refreshments not
mentioned above
 Accommodation
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